
* Do not occupy boat while boat cover
   is put on.
* Do not turn on the engine or motor of 
  the boat when cover is on.
* Never install the cover on a wet day
   or icy day when the deck is slippery.
* Never install on a windy day.* Never install on a windy day.
* Make sure boat trailer is securly parked 
  before installing or removing the cover.

It is strongly recommended that the
cover to be installed and removed by at least two people.

WARNING: Avoid sharp objects on boat. Make sure all sharp objects or sharp corner are properly covered 
                    before installing the boat cover.

GEARFLAG PONTOON BOAT COVER
This manual applies to boat types:  Pontoon boat

Fold down bimini top from the boat before installation

The “FRONT” label
Locate the “FRONT” label in the
cover when unfolding the cover.
The “FRONT” label side should
align with the front of boat

Make sure the wheels
are securely blocked
with wheel stoppers 

Missing Parts? Replacement? Warranty?      Please contact us support@gearflag.com   

WARNING

What is in the box

Before installation

* DO NOT machine wash
* DO NOT use detergent to clean the surface
* DO NOT use alcohol on the cover surface
* Keep away from heat or fire

* Make sure the cover is dry before folding for storage. Do not store
   the cover when it is wet.
* Use moisture sponge to clean the cover gently if needed
* Use soft brush to dust away the dirt on the cover surface if needed

Maintenance

Tie down ropeBoat cover Elastic straps with hooks x 2Storage pouch



For boat loading on the trailer:
Tie one end of the tie down rope through the D-ring on
the side of the cover. Pull the rope down to the trailer
frame as shown on the left. Allow enough rope to
make a knot with the end of the rope. You may adjust
and tighten as necessary for the cover on the boat. 
Cut off the excessive rope for the rest of the D-rings.Cut off the excessive rope for the rest of the D-rings.
Repeat the same process with the rest of the D-rings.

To prevent fraying of the rope, use a lighter to singe 
the ends of the rope.

GEARFLAG TRAILER BOAT COVER
This manual applies to boat types: Pontoon boat

WARNING: Avoid sharp objects on boat. Make sure all sharp objects or sharp corner are properly covered before tightening the boat cover.

Starting from the front, gently pull the boat cover to
the rear. Make sure the cover is covering the entire
boat. The elastic hems of the boat cover should be
placed on all corners of the boat. 
If necessary, please have another person on the 
other side of the boat to help the installation.

Recommendation
For better protection from strong wind and storm, tide 
extra of the rope across the trailer.
For long term storage, park the boat under shaded 
place is highly recommended.

Support pole (not included) is recommeded for 
preventing water puddle building up on the boat cover.

For missing part and warranty, please contact us at support@gearflag.com

For the boat cover stern and front of the cover,
use the 2 supplied elastic straps with hooks to 
secure with the main frame of the trailer as shown
on the left.

Connect the tide down straps to the sew in buckles
on the boat cover. Tighten the straps if needed.

The straps will go across the bottom of the boat andThe straps will go across the bottom of the boat and
buckle with the other end of the cover. 

Carefully place the boat cover on the deck of the
boat..
Unfold the boat cover. Locate the “FRONT” label 
stitching on the boat cover. The side with “FRONT” 
label should be aligned to the front of boat. 


